
aventron AG Chooses Breeze for Wind Farm Management

Switzerland-based aventron has chosen the Breeze system for wind farm management. 

Today aventron manages a diverse portfolio of wind turbine technologies in Germany, France, Italy and Spain, currently 

totaling more than 100 wind turbines.  

In the next few years aventron will be concentrating on the Swiss, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Norwegian 

markets. Selected investments in mature technologies such as wind, solar and hydro, will give aventron a power-plant 

portfolio with an installed capacity of 500 MW and an output of around 1080 GWh by 2020. To complement further 

acquisitions, aventron seeks to benefit from potential synergies and thus improve its operational excellence.  

“We found Breeze to be an excellent partner and the Breeze system to be powerful, user-friendly and rapidly develop-

ing. We look forward to a productive long term cooperation,” said Felix Hartmann, Technical Asset Manager of aventron.   

“We are delighted to have met the high requirements of aventron and to be selected by them. They join a growing list 

of Europe’s most innovative renewable energy asset managers who are using Breeze”, said Jonas Corné, CEO of Breeze. 
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About aventron AG
aventron is a holding company for water-, wind- and solar-power plants. The company acquires ready-to-build or existing 

power plants and operates them. Typical take-over objects are small power stations producing between 200kW and 20MW 

in Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Spain and Norway. aventron is structured along corresponding country holdings, which own 

the respective project companies. The company supervises the construction and operation of the installations, organises, 

if required, the financing, makes operational improvements and is responsible for the financial control and reporting of the 

group. Shares of aventron are traded on the Berne eXchange under the symbol AVEN.

Breeze, a product of Greenbyte AB in Gothenburg Sweden, is a modern user-friendly wind farm management system. 

With over 400 wind farms in 20 countries, Breeze is at the forefront of bringing state of the art, cloud-based software to 

the wind industry to increase energy production.
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